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JOHNMARTINFISCHERand MARK RAVIZZA

FREE WILL AND THE MODAL PRINCIPLE
(Received2 April1996)

INTRODUCTION

In his stimulating paper "When Is the Will Free?", Peter van Inwagen
explores the relationship between a very plausible modal principle
and free will.' In our paper, "When the Will Is Free," we challenged
some of van Inwagen's theses about this relationship.2 Van Inwagen
has responded in his paper, "When the Will Is Not Free."3 We have
benefited from van Inwagen's insightful response, but we believe that
further exploration of the issues will be fruitful. Here we undertake
to discuss some of the main points raised by van Inwagen.

I. THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEENTHE ARGUMENTSFOR
INCOMPATIBILISM

It is uncontroversial that there are various different apparently plausible formulations of the argument for "incompatibilism" - the view

that causal determinismis incompatiblewith freedom to do otherwise. Some of these argumentsexplicitly employ a modal principle.
This modal principle can be stated in various different ways (and
has been given variousdifferentnames).The basic idea of the modal
principleis that if some state of affairsSI obtains and one does not
have any choice about (or control over) SI's obtaining, and if SI
implies S2 and one does not have any choice about (or control over)
the fact that if SI obtains, then S2 obtains, then it follows that S2

obtainsandone does not have any choice about(or controlover) S2's
obtaining.The modal principleworks as a kind of modal slingshot:
it projectsthe modal propertyof "powerlessness"from one state of
affairs(SI) to another(S2).
In his importantand influentialbook, An Essay on Free Will,
van Inwagen presents three different versions of an argumentfor
Philosophical Studies 83: 213-230, 1996.
( 1996 KluwerAcademicPublishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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incompatibilism.4Only one of these versions- the "ModalVersion"
- explicitly employs the modal principle,which van Inwagen calls,
"PrincipleBeta." (We shall here follow van Inwagen in calling the
principle"Beta".)
Very briefly, the Modal Version of the argumentfor incompatibilism proceeds as follows. Suppose causal determinismobtains.
It follows that a statementdescribing the genuine features of the
universe in the past conjoined with a statementof the naturallaws
entailsthatyou behaveas you do now. Younow have no choice about
(or control over) the fact that the universehad those featuresin the
past. And given that the laws of natureentail that if the universe
had those features in the past you will behave as you are actually
behaving now, it follows that you have no choice about (or control
over) the fact that if the universe was that way in the past, then you
are behaving as you are actuallybehavingnow. Now an application
of the ModalPrincipleyields the resultthatyou have no choice about
(or control over) your currentbehavior.
Although only one version of the argumentfor incompatibilism
presentedby van Inwagen in An Essay on Free Will makes explicit
appeal to Beta, he suggests that all three versions of the argument
for incompatibilism will "stand or fall together."5In "When the
Will Is Free," however, we present a version of the argumentfor
incompatibilism- the "ConditionalVersion"- which we suggest
does not explicitly or implicidy rely on principle Beta. It would
follow that,if one were to reject Beta and thus the Modal Versionone could not therebyfind fault with the ConditionalVersion.
The Conditional Version of the argumentfor incompatibilism
proceeds,very roughly,as follows.6 Supposethatcausaldeterminism
is true.It follows thata statementdescribingthe universein the past,
together with a statement of the laws of nature, entails that you
behave as you are now. Now one of the following conditionalsmust
be true.(1) If you were to do otherwisenow, then the universewould
have been differentin the past thanit actuallywas; (2) If you were to
do otherwisenow, thenthe naturallaws wouldbe differentfromwhat
they actuallyare;or (3) If you were to do otherwisenow, then either
the universe would have been different in the past than it actually
was or the naturallaws would be differentfrom what they actually
are. But given the fixity of the past, it is plausibleto say that(I) if (1)
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were true,then you cannotdo otherwisenow. And given the fixity of
the naturallaws, it is plausible to say that (II) if (2) were true, then
you cannotdo otherwisenow. And given the above, it is plausible to
say that (III) if (3) were true,then you cannotdo otherwisenow. So
(IV) you cannotdo otherwisenow.
Our claim in "When the Will Is Free" is that the Conditional
Versionis an attractiveversion of the argumentfor Incompatibilism
which does not explicitly or implicitly rely on Beta. In "When the
Will Is Not Free,"van Inwagendenies ourclaim thatthe Conditional
Version does not rely upon Beta, and he explains and defends his
thesis thatall plausibleversionsof the argumentfor incompatibilism
must stand or fall together.He does this (in part) by considering
one of the versions of the argumentfor incompatibilismwhich he
presented in An Essay on Free Will and which does not explicitly
appeal to Beta. Let us call this the "Access-to-Possible-Worlds"
Version. Van Inwagen then goes on to argue that the Accessto-Possible-WorldsVersion implicitly makes such an appeal, and
suggests thatany version of the argument(includingthe Conditional
Version)must at least implicitly make this sort of appeal.
Van Inwagen points out that the Access-to-Possible-Worlds
Versionof the argument
appealsto no rules of inferencebut those of textbook logic, and its two premises
No one has access to a possible world in which the past is different
from the actualpast
No one has access to a possible world in which the laws are different
from the actuallaws
certainlydo not seem, on the surface,to commit their adherentsto the validity of
Beta. It is thereforea good 'test case' with which to confrontmy general thesis
[thatall versions of the argumentrely upon Beta in some way or another].7

Van Inwagengoes on to ask why someone should accept the two
premises. He begins by showing that if one accepts Beta (together
with certain trivial assumptions), one can derive the principles.8
Further,he simply states that he does not see any other reason for
acceptingthese premises.9VanInwagencondudes:
As I have said, it seems plausible to me to suppose that the point of this example
can be generalized. I do not know how to prove this, but I would suppose that
what is in effect an allegiance to Rule Beta must lurk somewhere, in however
inarticulatea form, in the backgroundof any technicallysatisfactoryargumentfor
incompatibilism.10
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We do not wish to take issue with van Inwagen's derivationof
the premises of his apparentlynonmodal version of the argument
from Beta (togetherwith trivial assumptions).But we do think it is
worthwhileto explore the dialecticalissues raisedby van Inwagen's
strategy.The situationcould be described as follows. Van Inwagen
discusses two versions of an argumentfor incompatibilism.Version
One is explicitly modal in the sense that it explicitly employs Beta.
Version Two - the Access-to-Possible-Worlds-Version- is apparently nonmodalin the sense thatit does not explicitly employ Beta.
Rather,it employs van Inwagen'stwo premisestogetherwith trivial
assumptions.Now the question is whether Version Two implicitly
relies on Beta.
VanInwagenanswers"yes"because one can derive the premises
of Version Two from Beta, and he does not see any other way of
deriving the premises (or any other reason why one should accept
the premises).But we respondas follows. Fromthe fact thatone can
derivethe premisesof VersionTwo from Beta, it does not follow that
one mustor ought to do so. And theremay well be good reasonsnot
to. To explain. The premises of the second version of the argument
seem to us to captureplausible intuitive views about the past, the
laws, and our freedom. Consider,for example, the premise
No one has access to a possible world in which the past is
differentfrom the actualpast.
Surely this premisecorrespondsto the intuitivepictureof the future
as branchingoff a "given"past. The intuitive picture is that we are
free to add to and extend a given past: there are various possible
paths that all branchoff a single past, and althoughwe may be able
to take various differentpaths into the future,we cannotnow make
it the case that some past other than the actual past have been the
past. The premise gives expressionto this powerful intuitiveview.
Now we grant that we have not given any sort of technically
(or logically) adequatederivationof the premise from the intuitive
considerationson which we claim it rests. But we do not see why
this is necessary. Surely it is enough to show that the premise is
strongly supportedby a set of very deep and plausible intuitive
considerations;why does one need to providea formalderivationof
the premise?
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Consideralso the premise
No one has access to a possible world in which the laws
are differentfrom the actuallaws.
Again, this premiseseems to us to be stronglysupportedby intuitive
views aboutthe relationshipbetween humanpowers and the laws of
nature.If one did not accept this premise,how could one adequately
explain why we don't think individuals can travel faster than the
speed of light (or build machinesthat would cause objects to do so,
and so forth)? In explaining why human agents cannot do certain
things, it is naturalto appeal to the fact that we cannot violate (or
cause to be violated) a naturallaw. If this is the only - or the most
plausible - sort of explanationfor the inabilities in question, then
there would be supportfor the premise thatdoes not involve Beta.
As above, we admit that we have not provided a "logically
adequate"derivation of the premise. Rather,we have shown that
its rejection would leave some of our common practices (of attributions of abilities and inabilities) without any support.Given that
these arerelativelycentralpractices,andit is unclearwhatother sort
of supportthey could have, why isn't this enough? Why does one
need a technical derivationof the premises?
To explore furtherthe force of this question, recall two important facts. First: Beta has been challenged by various thoughtful
philosophers."1And second: van Inwagen admits that Beta itself
cannot be derived - or at least that he cannot see how to derive
it. Given that Beta is contentious and itself cannot be derived, and
given thatthe premisesof VersionTwo can be given strongintuitive
support,it seems to us prudentfor an incompatibilistto have Version
Two as an independentoption.
To see this more clearly, suppose that someone challenges Beta
in the mannersuggestedby Slote andDennett,or in some otherway.
Asked to defend Beta, van Inwagen must concede that he cannot
derive it from more basic, uncontroversialingredients.Presumably
he must say it just seems right and it seems to explain what we are
inclined intuitively to say in various contexts. Fine; but how is van
Inwagen betteroff than the proponentof VersionTwo?
Considereda bit more abstractly,thereare two arguments.Let us
say thatone argumentemploys a premisefrom which one can derive
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the premisesof the second argumentbutit is not the case thatone can
derive the premises of the first argumentfrom those of the second.
Whatexactly does this show aboutthe arguments?Surely,it does not
show that the second argumentis in any way superfluous.Indeed,
thereareexamples of the above situationin which one would clearly
preferto employ the second argument.As a rathertrivial example,
suppose the first argumentemploys a set of premises, one of which
is "A&B".And imagine that the second argumentemploys a set of
premises, one of which is "A".Well, one can derive in a logically
satisfactoryway the relevantpremise of the second argumentfrom
the relevant premise of the first. But what does this show? In this
case it may well be preferableto employ the second argumentsince
it begins with a weaker(andthus perhapsless contentious)premise!
We thus conclude that van Inwagen has not establishedthat the
Access-to-Possible-WorldsVersion of the argumentfor incompatibilism implicitly relies on Beta. And since he believes that the
considerationspertinentto this version will also generalize to the
Conditional Version, he has not established that the Conditional
Versionimplicitly relies on Beta.

II. THE CONDITIONALVERSIONOF THE ARGUMENT

In the above section we consideredvan Inwagen's general worries
about versions of the argumentfor incompatibilismin which one
cannot"derive"the premises.VanInwagenalso criticizesthe Conditional Versionfor anotherreason. His criticism here is not that the
premisescannotbe derived,but ratherthatthe conclusion cannotbe
derivedfrom the premises.12
The ConditionalVersion,laid out informallyabove, rests importantlyon intuitiveviews aboutthe fixity of the past and the fixity of
the naturallaws. These views are here given expression by certain
conditionalstatements,which van Inwagenidentifies as "premises"
of the argument:
For any action Y, agent S, and time T, if it is true that if
S were to do Y at T, some fact about the past relativeto T
would not have been a fact, then S cannot do Y at T.
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For any action Y, and agent S, if it is true that if S were to
do Y, then some naturallaw which actuallyobtains would
not obtain,then S cannotdo Y.
VanInwagen correctlystates:
But incompatibilismcannotbe deducedfrom these two premises,since neitherof
the following two propositionscan be deducedfrom determinism:if I had at any
time acted differentlyfrom the way I in fact acted at thattime, somethingpriorto
that time would have been differentfrom the way it actually was; if I had at any
time acted differentlyfrom the way I in fact acted at that time, the laws of nature
would be different from what they actually are.... If the world is deterministic,
it does indeed follow that if I had acted otherwisethan I in fact have, then either
the past would have been differentor the laws would be different.But it does not
follow from this that if I had acted otherwise than I in fact have, the past would
have been different,and neitherdoes it follow thatif I had acted otherwise thanI
in fact have, the laws would be different.13

These considerationsprovide the basis for van Inwagen'sclaim that
our argumentis "logically defective."14 VanInwagen elaborates:
Interestinglyenough, Fischer and Ravizza are aware of this barrierto deducing
incompatibilismfromtheirtwo premises,but they attemptto do so anyway.Since,
as we have seen, this cannot be done, there must be some flaw in theirargument.
It is this. They employ the following argument-form(in the reasoningat the top
of p. 428):
(pO-+ q)

-s

(p?l-?

-

r)

s

hence,
(pOi-> .q V r)

-

515

Van Inwagen is here formalizing the move in the Conditional
Version, presented informally above, from the truth premises (I)
and (II) to the conclusion that (III) is true. (This is of course only a
part of the argumentto the conclusionthat(IV) you cannotdo otherwise now.) To see this, let "p"be "you were to do otherwise now,"
"q"be "the universe would have been differentin the past from the
way it actually was," "r" be "the naturallaws would be different
from what they actually are,"and "s" be "you cannot do otherwise
now."VanInwagenpoints out thatthis argument-formis invalid for
reasons similarto those that explain the invalidity of the argumentformdiscussed in the penultimatequotation.16He concludesthatour
argumentis invalidandthathe has not yet seen "acounterexampleto
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the thesis that any logically adequateargumentfor incompatibilism
must make a covert appealto the validity of Rule Beta."17
To respond. First, note that van Inwagen employs two different
arrowsin his regimentationof the argument.This suggests thathe is
interpretingthe main connectives in the argumentdifferentlyfrom
theconnectivesin the antecedents;perhapshe is interpretingthemain
connectives in termsof materialimplication.But we never intended
the conditionals in our argumentto be material conditionals, and
thereis no reasonwhy the argumentshouldbe interpretedin this way.
Rather,the argumentis to be understoodas employing subjunctive
conditionalsthroughout:
(pD-* q)o--+ s
(pLv- r)2-

s

hence,
(pL-*2 q V r)E-- s.
Further,van Inwagen is correct to say that we never presented
this versionof the argumentfor incompatibilismas "logicallyvalid."
Thatis, we did not presentit as an argumentwhose conclusion must
be accepted simply in virtueof its form. Rather,our point was (and
continues to be) that it is very reasonableto accept the conclusion,
given the form of the argumentand the contentof thepremises. And
nothing van Inwagen says in any way vitiates our point.
To furtherexplain our position, it will be useful to lay out van
Inwagen's concrete example which shows the "invalidity"of the
argument-formin question:
Suppose you have a little indeterministicdevice that sports a button, a red light,
and a green light. If you press the button, one light or the other will flash, but it
is undeterminedwhich will flash. It would seem to follow that if you had pressed
the buttona moment ago, eitherthe red or the green light would have flashed,but
it is not true (andhence, if every propositionis either trueor false, is false) thatif
you had pressed the buttonthe red light would have flashed and it is false that if
you had pressed the buttonthe green light would have flashed.... Let p be 'You
pressedme button',q be 'The green light flashed,' r be 'The red light flashed' and
s be 'Pressing the buttonwould have a determinateoutcome.'18

Van Inwagen's example usefully shows how the premises of the
argument-form(of the sub-argumentof our argument)can be true
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compatibly with the falsity of the conclusion. More precisely, the
pointis thatthereare argumentswhose premiseshave the sameform
as (I) and (II) but which do not entail the correspondingconclusion
with the form of (III).
But again, our point is not that one must accept the conclusion of
the sub-argumentof the version of the argumentfor incompabilisim
we proferredsimply in virtue of the form of its premises. Rather,
we assertthatit is very reasonableto accept the conclusion in virtue
of the form of the sub-argumentand the content of its premises. A
varianton van Inwagen'sexample can help to motivateour position.
Supposethen thateverythingis as in van Inwagen'sexample, except
now takes to be "Pressingthe buttonwould resultin the flashingof a
light whose color I like."19Now it seems to us eminentlyreasonable
to accept the conclusion of the argumentbased on its form and the
contentofitspremises. And we maintainprecisely this positionabout
our version of the argumentfor incompatibilism.
In van Inwagen'sexample, his analogueto - or, perhaps,instantiation of - (III) is not a necessary truth.But arguablyour (III) is a
necessarytruth.Thus, someone might arguethatit is unclearthatwe
have establishedthat (III)follows in any interesting sense from (I)
and (II).20We claimed that anyone who accepts (I) and (II) should
also accept (III),in virtueof the form of the argumentandthe content
of the premises. But insofar as (III) is a necessary truth,it might be
questionablewhether one's tendency to accept it genuinely comes
from one's acceptanceof the premises.
We would respondto this worryin two steps. First,our version of
van Inwagen'sexample of the lights is a case in which the analogue
to (III) seems to follow from the analogues to (I) and (II), but not
formally.And we contend that it is plausible that our (TII)similarly
follows from our (I) and (II), but not formally. That is, it seems
that what is going on in our transitionfrom (I) and (II) to (III) is
relevantlysimilarto the transitionfrom the analogues of (I) and (II)
to the analogueof (III) is our version of van Inwagen's example.
But the second step is to note thatwe need not insist on this point.
Suppose that (III) is a necessary truththat does not follow in any
interestingway from (I) and (II). Then it will still clearly be the case
that we have a perfectly good argumentfrom (I), (II), and (III) to
(IV) - the conclusion that you cannot do otherwise (given the truth
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of causal determinism).21And if this is so, then we have a perfectly
good argumentto the incompatibilist'sconclusion which does not
employ the modal principleBeta.
One might wonder why anyone would wish to take seriously an
argumentthatis not formallyvalid or technically satisfactory,when
other argumentsfor the same conclusion which are formally valid
are available.The answeris similarto the position developed in the
previous section. The version of the argumentfor incompatibilism
which employs Beta may be formallyvalid, butBeta is questionedby
various thoughtfulphilosophers.And Beta (evidently) cannot itself
be "derived".Now the version of the argumentfor incompatibilism
we presentedis not formally valid, but its conclusion ought to be
accepted, given its form and the contents of its premises; and its
premiseshave considerableintuitivesupport.Thus, it is not obvious
that one is any betteroff with the formally valid argument.And of
course our view is not thatthe formallyvalid argumentis somehow
to be discredited.Rather,it is that it is useful to see that the incompatibilistcan presentthe basic thrustof his view in a differentway
- a way thatavoids my potentialcontroversyabout Beta.

III. MOTIVES,PROXIMITY,AND ACCESSIBILITY

Thus farwe have been investigatingwhetherall adequateversions of
the argumentfor incompatibilismdepend, at least implicitly, upon
principle Beta. We have argued that they do not. Now we want
to consider two furtherclaims van Inwagen has defended. First he
has maintainedthatif a "Beta-like"principleis valid it follows - for
reasonsquiteindependentof determinism- thatagentsrarely,if ever,
arefree to do otherwise.Second,he has arguedthatit does not follow
from this result (and his assumptionthat freedom to do otherwise
is a necessary condition of moral responsibility) that agents can
only rarely be held morally accountable for the consequences of
theiractions. We disagreewith both of these claims.22In the present
section we addressthe first claim; in the following section we take
up the second.
Let us briefly consider van Inwagen's reasons for thinking that
if Beta is valid, then we rarely, if ever, are free to do otherwise.
First he notes that anyone who accepts Beta also ought to accept
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a closely related inference principle, "Beta-prime."Beta-prime is
basically a version of Beta that is indexed to an agent and a time.
More precisely,Beta-primetells us that"fromNx,p and Nx,(p -t q)
deduce Nx,q" (where the two-place operator'N' is used as follows:
'Nx,p' abbreviates'p and x now has no choice about whetherp,).23
Next, van Inwagen presents several cases in which the validity
of Beta-primeallegedly implies thatthe agentshave no choice other
than to act as they do. These cases include situations in which (1)
agents refrain from doing something they consider morally indefensible, or (2) they do something that they have an unopposed
inclinationto do, or (3) they act without reflection or deliberation.
The form of argumentvan Inwagen gives to show that agents have
no choice in these sorts of situations is basically the same for all
three cases, so it will suffice here to entertainonly his argumentin
supportof the first.24
Consider,then, a case in which someone proposes that an agent
performan actionthathe considersmorallyreprehensibleand which
he is not (at the moment) even tempted to perform. Van Inwagen
imagines a case in which he is asked to bear false witness about a
colleague, Smith, in orderto block Smith's appointmentto Chairof
the TenureCommittee,an appointmentvan Inwagendoes not object
to in the least. About such a case, he writes:
I am unable to do what my colleague has proposed:thatis, I am not going to do it,
and the fact thatI am not going to do it [is] somethingthatI simply have no choice
about.The argumentfor this conclusion - it is an instanceof the rule Beta-prime
- is this ('A' standsfor the proposedact):
N, I I regardA as indefensible
N, I (I regardA as indefensible-* I am not going to do A)
hence
N, I I am not going to do A.
In this argument,'I regard A as indefensible' is short for 'I regard A as an
indefensible act, given the totalityof relevantinformationavailable to me, and I
have no way of getting furtherinformation,andI lack any positive desire to do A,
and I see no objection to not doing A, given the totality of relevant information
availableto me.'25

In "Whenthe Will is Free,"we contendedthatthis argumentfails
because the second premiseis flawed. The idea behind our criticism
can be summarizedbriefly as follows. According to van Inwagen's
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terminology, if an agent regards an action A as indefensible, then
he has no positive desire to do A. For the sake of argumentwe are
willing to grantthat one cannot performan action, unless at some
point one has a positive desire to do it. So it might seem to follow
that if an agentregardsA as indefensible(andhence has no positive
desire to do A), then he does not have the power to do A. But to
leap to such a conclusion would be hasty.Why? Because even if an
agent does not at the moment have a positive desire to do A, "he
might well have the ability (duringthe relevanttemporalinterval)to
generatesuch a desire, and to act on thatdesire. And it is extremely
implausibleto supposethat agents quite generallylack the power to
generatethe relevantsorts of desires."26
To support this claim, we considered cases in which agents
summon a desire to do something indefensible simply to exercise
theirfreedomor to flauntmoralprohibitions.van Inwagenacknowledges the possibility of such examples; in fact, he offers his own
version of this type of case. In it, his reading of Sartrepersuades
him that he is in "bad faith" when he denies that he is radically
free to performacts thatare morallyindefensible.As a resultof this
realizationhe acquiresthe desire to performan act thattransgresses
his deepest moral boundaries,an acte gratuit. When his colleague
proposes thathe lie about Smith to block Smith's appointment,van
Inwagen initially is repulsedby the suggestion (which he considers
indefensible); yet a moment later, he realizes that this would be a
perfect way to perform an acte gratuit. And, if he were to allow
himself to continuein these reflections,he would summonthe desire
to lie about Smith, and do so.
Cases such as these, we contend,show thatvan Inwagen'soriginal
claim is mistaken.It does not follow from the truthof Beta that we
arenot free to performindefensibleactions(even thoughwe initially
may lack any positive desire to desire to performthem).27This does
not follow because, given our power to summon certain sorts of
desires, the proposition
N I, (I regardA as indefensible o-* I am not going to do
A)28

is not obviously true.
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VanInwagenconcedes this last point. Nevertheless,he discounts
its force. At most, claims van Inwagen, such examples show that
in some cases one is free to act indefensibly,but these cases are so
"remote"and occur so infrequentlythat they have little bearingon
his main thesis. He summarizeshis objection as follows:
It is only in cases in which such potential motives for performingA exist and I
can reach them from the startingpoint "I regardA as reprehensibleand I have no
desire to performX' thatI have the power or ability to proceed from thatstarting
point to a performanceof A. As I have said, I am convinced, on the basis of an
examinationof my own biographyand my modal and counterfactualjudgments
about the existence of "nearby"potential motives that the cases in which such
potentialmotives so much as exist are very rare.29

Certainlyvan Inwagenis correctto arguethatin orderfor an agent
to be free to do something indefensible there must be some "open
path into the future"that leads to his performingthe indefensible
act. We attemptedto describe such a path by showing how agents
not only have a potential motive to act indefensibly, but also the
powerto summonthis motive (duringthe relevanttemporalinterval).
Although van Inwagen appears to accept the plausibility of this
sort of example in some instances, he wishes to avoid its force
by suggesting that "in the vast majority of cases, however, there
will be no potentialmotive ... that is lurking somewherenearbyin
logical space."30The thoughthere seems to be that unless there is
a potential motive "nearby"the agent does not have the power to
acquirethe desire and performthe indefensible action - there is no
path to this future open to him. But why should an assessment of
the agent's power be based on which motives are "lurkingnearbyin
logical space?"In assessing the alternativesopen to an agent we do
not consider merely those accessible possible worlds that are most
similar to the actual world. Rather,for an agent to have the power
to act indefensibly it suffices that there merely be some accessible
possible worldin whichhe does so act;this worldneed not, however,
be one "lurkingnearbyin logical space."
To illustratethis point consider any bizarreaction that you have
no desire to performand which you would performonly in a rather
distantpossible world. For example, imagine that even thoughyou
area singularlyunmusicalpersonwith an aversionto Scottishmusic,
someone you very much dislike signs you up for bagpipe lessons
(as a kind of practicaljoke). Certainlytherewould not be a potential
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motive to practicethe pipes lurkingnearby in logical space. Nevertheless, it seems intuitively plausible to suppose that you do have
the power to practice the bagpipes; it would seem odd to deny
that there is a path to this future open to you simply because this
potentialstateof affairsdoes not lie close (in some sense) to the actual
world.
Similarly,even if one were to concede thatonly rarelydo desires
to exercise radicalfreedomor to flauntmorallaws exist in "nearby"
possible worlds, what difference should this make to the claim that
an agenthas the power to summonsuch desiresandact indefensibly?
As long as there is some path open to a possible scenario in which
the agent does (duringthe relevant temporalinterval)acquiresuch
a desire, it should not matterhow "remote"the motive may be. The
force of our examples, then, was never intendedto rest on a claim
that such motives for acting indefensibly were lurkingjust around
the corner.Rather,we were arguingthat agents frequentlyhave the
power to summonthese ratherunusualconcerns,and insofaras they
have this power,they have the freedom to act indefensibly.

IV. MORALRESPONSIBILITYFOR THE GOOD

Van Inwagen accepts the traditionalview that moral responsibility
requiresfreedomto do otherwise.He also accepts the truthof Betaprime, and he insists that anyone who accepts this principle ought
also to concludethatwe rarely,if ever,arefree to do otherwise.Given
these commitments,one might expect van Inwagen also to concede
thatwe rarely,if ever, are morallyresponsiblefor our actions. However, he resists this naturalconsequence of his views. Instead he
arguesthat even though we presentlyare unable to do otherwise in
the majorityof cases, this inabilityresults from habits and character
traitsthat were formed to a certainextent by our past free choices;
consequently,we still can be held morallyaccountablefor ourpresent
inability to do otherwise and the actions that flow from this feature
of our character.
In our earlierpaper,we suggested that this strategyruns afoul of
ordinaryintuitionsconcerningmoralresponsibility.We arenormally
held responsiblefor the actions that flow from our charactertraits,
even though"muchof our characterresultsfrom the habituationwe
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receive in early life, and these portionsof our characterdon't seem
to be necessarilyconnectedwith situationsof conflict between duty,
inclinations,or incommensurablevalues [the three sort of cases in
which van Inwagen grantsthat agents are free to do otherwise]."31
In contrastvan Inwagen's approachwould maintainthat we should
not be judged responsiblefor such acts.
To illustratethe tension in van Inwagen's view, we offered the
example of a patrioticwoman named Betty. Betty's unquestioning
loyalty to the United States is the resultof her early upbringing,and
it has never been tested in any of the three types of conflict situations mentionedabove. While travelingabroad,Betty is mistakenly
approachedby a foreign spy who asks her to betraythe U.S. for a
large sum of money. She instantlyrefuses withoutbeing temptedin
the least. Now, if van Inwagen's argumentsconcerning Beta were
sound, then Betty did not in this situationhave any choice about
whether to refuse the offer, and hence she should not be judged
morallyaccountablefor her action.But this seems to be a reductioof
his view. ClearlyBetty knows what she is doing in turningdown the
offer, andher action flows freely from her character.Why shouldn't
she be consideredmorallyresponsibleandworthyof a certaindegree
of praisefor her display of loyalty?
In answerto this question,van Inwagennotes thatusually assessments of moral responsibilityarise in connection with bad actions,
not good - "it would be odd indeed to say, 'Find out who the people
are who are morally accountable[or even morally responsible]for
the excellent safety record in District Three.... '"32 Yet, as van
Inwagen himself points out, "this oddness may only be a matterof
'conversationalimplicature.'"33We thinkthat it is.
There are many contexts in which it would sound odd to make
a certain claim, even though one would be willing to accept that
it is true. For example, if Joe is driving the car to the store, we
usually would not say, "Joe is trying to drive the car to the store."
Nevertheless such a statementis true. Similarly,it might sound odd
to say, "Betty is morally responsible for declining to betray her
country,"even thoughthis is true.The simple point is thatour sense
of moralresponsibilityis not exhaustedby those contexts in which
one typically would use locutions that include the phrase "morally
responsible."As Strawsonhas remindedus, to hold someonerespon-
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sible involves more than a propensityto employ certainphrases;it
involves a willingness to adopt certain attitudestoward the person
and to react to him in certainkinds of ways - e.g., to treathim with
respect, to hold him in contempt, to thank him, to praise or blame
him, and so on.34Thus, an adequatetheory of moral responsibility
should recognize that people can be held responsiblefor both good
and bad actions. Insofaras van Inwagen's view requiresus to deny
thatagentscan be morallyaccountablefor good acts such as Betty's,
this providesa reasonto questionits ultimateplausibility.35
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